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STEP-BY-STEP SYSTEMS 
NO. 1, 350A, 355A or 35E97 

INCOMING TRUNK CIRCUIT 
E, M AND N OR E AND M LEADS SUP~ISION 

CHANGES 

A. Changed and Added Functions 

A.l To provide an off-hook signal of approx-
imately 150 msec on initial seizure to 

establish trunk integrity when this trunk is 
associated with a No. 4 type toll crossbar 
office arranged for trunk integrity check on 
the far end. · 

B. Changes in Apparatus 

B.l ADDED: 

B.2 

ZG Apparatus 

CPS D4 

910A Conn OH 

SUPF..RSEDED 

Fig. D 

ZI AEEaratus 

18F Res A 

ZK ApEaratus 

18AJ Res P 

SUPERSEDED BY 

Fig. H 

ZJ Apparatus 

KS-8512~ L2A 
150 ohms 

ZL ApEaratus 

KS-8512, L2A 
400 ohms 

D. Description of Changes 

Res A, 

Res P, 

D.l Fig. D is rated Mfr Disc and replaced 
by Fig. H;and ZG, ZH, ZI, ZJ, ZK, and 

ZL options are added. 

D.2 Circuit Note 102 is changed to show 
Fig. H and the applicat.ion of ZG and 

ZH options. 

D.3 Circuit Note 105 is added~ 

D.4 Equipment Note 204 is added. 

D.5 Connecting information changed to permit 
connection to a 4-wire terminating 

circuit. 

BELL TELEPHONE LAIDRA TORIES, INCORPORATED 

DEPT 2363-TPS-RJJ 

F. ChanjleS in Description of Operation 

F.l Under 3. FUNCTIONS add: 

3.9 To provide a timed off-hook signal 
as a trunk integrity check when 

this trunk is associated with·a No. 4A 
or 4M toll crossbar distant office. 

F.2 Under 4. CONNECTING CIRCUITS add: 

4.7 Four-Wire Terminating Circuit -
SD-96463-01. . · 

4.8 Circuit Pack Schematic (Timer) -
SD-99355-01. 

F.3 Under 5. SEIZURE add: 

F.4 

F.5 

5.3 Fig. Hand ZH Option with ZG 
Apparatus 

When Fig. H and ZH option is used, 
this circuit provides a timed off-hook 
signal on seizure to the incoming sender 
in a distant No. 4A or 4M toll cross
bar office. This is used as an integ 
rity check before connections are 
established. When this circuit is 
seize-d as described in 5.1 or 5.2, 
ground from the B relay is applied to 
terminal 3 of the circuit pack t1mer. 
The timer connects this ground through 
a resistance to terminal 1 for an inter
val of approximately 150 msec. This 
operates and releases the BY relay which 
applies battery then ground to the 
M lead, signaling the distant office. 

Under 7. SUPERVISION change 7.2 to read: 

7.2 When Fig. HIs Provided 

Operation when Fig. 
videO,. etc. 

H is pro-

Under g, MISCELLANEOUS change the 
twelfth sentence to read: 

The D network provides contact prot-ec
tion for the busy flash interrupter relays. 

Printed in U.S.A. 
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App. 1-D 
Dwg. Issue 13-D 

STEP BY STEP SYSTEMS 
NO.1, 350A, 355A, OR35B97 

INCOMING TRUNK CIR~UIT 
E, M AND N OR E AND M .LEADS SUPERVISION 

CHANGES 

C. CHANGES IN CIRCUIT REQUIREMENTS OTHER 
THAN THOSE APPLYING TO ADDED, OR 
REMOVED APPARATUS 

C.l Test Notes 6 and 1, CR Tables page 2 
and 3 respectively, change.d to limit 

the number or instances that pulse repeating 
requirements must be applied. In addition, 
means for zeroing the per cent break meter 
when applying pulse repeating requirements 
is added. 

D. DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT CHANGBS 

D.l Circuit Note 102 changed to clarify 
the condl-tions for which Figure A, 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INCORPORATED 

DEPT. 2315-RJS-RCD-PM 

Figure B, or Option "V" are used and the 
condition when the circuit is ~quired to 
repeat pulses to a step-by-step office. 

D.2 Connectlng information changed to per. 
mit connection to a test distributor 

circuit and connection to a repeating coil 
circuit. 

D-3 The title or this circuit is changed 
to include installation in a 35E97 

Office and to clarify the types or connec
ting equipment that can be used. 

This circuit is rated A&M Only for 
use in a 35E97 Office. 

All other headings, no change. 

Printed- in u. S. A . 
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CIRCUIT DESCBIPTIOI 
SWITCHING SYSTIMS DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

. -

CD-)1726-01 
Issue 5-B 

Dwg. _Issue 12-8! 

STEP-BJ-STIP SYSTEMS · 
10. 1, lSOA, OR lSSA 

!lOOMING TRUll CIRCUIT 
FOR USB WI1H TYPE "B" COMPOSITE SimtALI.NG 

OR SIMPLEX SIGNALING 

CHANGES 

A. CHANGED AND ADDED FUNCTIONS 

A.l To provide loop pulsing into some 
crossbar offices. 

A.2 To provide improved battery-ground 
pulsi.ng over short loops by adding 

resistance compensation in the pulsing 
circuit. · 

A.). To provide_iaproYed pulse repeating. 

A.4 To automatically insert or remove 
the pulse compensating resistances 

in the outgoing loap·as the call progresse& 

B. CHANGES IM APPARATUS 

B.l Added 

16AJ res. (N) 
18AJ res. (P) 

· 18CN res. (M) 
IS-8680, 5000W Pot. (A) 
19YM res. (R) · 
280BW rel. (P) 
UA57 rel. (Pl) 
U462 rel. (P2) 
28~ type jack (PT) 

B.2 Removed Replaced by 

2.08 - 2.24 2.62 - 2.79 
M.F. Cond. (B) M.F. Cond. (B) 

C. CHANGES IN CIRCUIT REQUirtEMENTS OTHER 
THAI THOSE APPLYING 1'0 ADDED OR 
REMOVED APPARATUS 

C.l Timing Requirements were added for 
relay (C). 

D. DESCRIPTION OF ClrlCuiT CHANGES 

D.l Fig. E was part of Fig. 1 and is 
replaced by Fig. G when battery-ground 

pulsing is require1 and the call may be 
completed over pulsing loops which may be 
short for the iirst few digits an-d long 
for the remaining digits. Tbis Fig. G 
provides a means of automatically inserting 
resistance in the pulaing loop when the 
loop is short and removing this resis~ance 
on long loop~ 

D.2 "ZC• and -zo• options provides a 
~ans of removin~ battery and ground 

from the pulain& circuit- and arranctna 
the circuit for loop ·pal.aiQS. · 

D.) •zE• and -"ZF" option provides for . 
paralleling the winding of relay (.C) 

with a potentiometer which is required for 
applying timing teets to the (C) relay. 
Timing requirements on the (C) relay are 
required to limit the max. releasing time 
of relay ·(C) to provide sufficient inter
digital time for relay (P) to operate on 
short pulsing loops. 

· D.4 In Fig. 1 "ZA" option is rated Mfr. 
Disc. and "ZB" added to provide 

compensating resistance in.the pulsing c~. 
for pulsing over short loops. 

D.5 Fig. F is provided when all ·outgoing· 
loops exceed 1200W. 

D.6 Resistance (M) "ZB" option in Fig. A 
is provided to.limit the current th~ 

the A relay to iaprDve pulse repeating. 
The 2.08 M.F. Cond. (B) option"ZA·• is 
cha~ed to 2.62 M.F. optionWZB" to compe .. 
sate for t~e reduc.ed current thru the (A) 
relay and prOYide the required percent 
break output. · 

D.? Tbe Option.Ta~le in Note 102 was ex-
paDded to include in1'ormation tor·' 

pulse repeating, similar to informatiDn 
shown ·on other battery-ground pulse r,epeat-
ing circuits. · 

All other headings under Cbange~no ~nang~. 

1. PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT 

1.1 This circuit is used with ~ncdming 
compo __ . site si&nalinc tf.unk circuits-

- to convert the ex dial.ln& to loop or . 
battery-&rounci pulsing, to tranSIBit! . 
reverse battery supervision as ~~ signals 
over the tnmk, when. Fig. _Dis provided, 
to tra.nsait signals received overthe i•r 
lead as CX signals over the trunk when 
Fig. E is provided, to automatically pro
vide compensation in the supervisory cii:Qd.t 
for short loops and re.ove this compens~n 
on long loop, for loop pulsing, and when 
Fig. G is U$ed to automatically provide 
compe-nsation in both the s~rvi~ory and· . 
pulsing loops when short loops are encolil
ter.ed and remove all the co~pensation on 
long loops... · 

Printed. in U.S.A. 
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2. WORKING LIMITS 

~ out,coirl& enernal circui~ 
loop to 4.5·52 volta_, 24.80 ohma.-

Mini•a iuulation reaiuance 
jo ,000 oblul. 

2. 3 On. outgo inc trw* a to :AB toll trana-
,aisaion selector circuits over 1200 

~ c004l~ct9J' loop, it ia aee.eeury to 
use a compeneat.~nc trunk cir.euit to coaapen
.,.. ·tile coa4uctor loop betweeti 1900 obJU 
and 2000 obu-

). FUICTIOIIS 

).1 To repeat coapoaite eipal1ng super
visory. Qd dialiftc -r.leea on a loop 

baa1e to succeedins swite ••· 

)~2 To increase tbe current during 
pdsing t~s the succeeding ~ 

by connecting battery to the tip and ground 
to tJle Ting through the contacts of the (C) 
rel-r· · 

}~21 Where Fig. B is used to correct the 
percentace break of the pulses 

·received aa they are repeated to the 
succeeding switches. 

).] To r$peat the reverse battery 
•11penision as .. coapo_site signals 

to the co.-posite signaling trunk. 

).4 To repeat the si,:nals received over 
the •F• lead as coaporite e1-gnala 

to t·he composite signalinc trunk. 

).5 To bold the succeeding switches 
operated wben calla are completed to 

a diatant of~ice without an outgoing 
npeater. 

).6 To opere.te #l traffic register when 
all the truaks of a group are busy. 

).7 When associated with directly con-
nected telephone repeaters to provide 

a terain,ation ~or the. repeater wben the 
circuit is normal~ 

).8 To a~tlcally insert reala~ance 
compensatiQn in ~ort outcotnc 

pulaina loops and 1"81110Ye these resistances 
on lema loops when nc. G is used, or 
prowide or remove tbe shunt resistance tor 
relay ("D), wben required; only in· the 
supervisory bri.d&e when . i&• E is used. 

4. CORRECTING CIRCUITS 

· When this circuit is·listed on a 
keTebe.etl the con~ctin& infoiWltion 
theno-.. s to be follO'trefl. 

4.1 Line and Balancing ex set and Repeat-
1na Coil Circuit - SD-95004..01~ · 

4.2 Composite Signali~ Circuit ~ 
SD-95032-01. 

..... 
AB Toll Precedi~ Selector Circuit -
SD-)Cla69-0l. 

AB Toll Tranamiaaion Selector Cir
.cuit - SD-)1746-01. 

Incomi~ Local Selector Circuit -
SD-.30972-0l. 

Traffic Refister Circuit -
SD-)1976-0 • 

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIOI 

5. SIIZURI 

5.1 Fica. 1 and A 

When the circuit is seised at tbe 
distant end, crouDd is connected to tbe 
"E• lead operating the (A) relay which 
in turn operates the (B) relay. The 
(A) and (8) relays operated, close the 
tip and rinc. supply1nc a loop circuit 
for the ·(A) rel8J or the incoming selector. 
The (B) relay operated also reaoYea 
ita ground frODl the "BR• lead to 
the traffic register circuit so that 
when all or the trunks in a group are 
busy the lead will be ungrounded, (•V" 
wiring) connects ground to the "S" lead to 
hold succeeding switches operated in case 
the call is routed to a distant office 
without an outgoing repeater .circuit and 
energises the rear winding of the (D) relay 
but ·this relay does not operate at this 
time as the current flow in the front and 
rear .windings is opposing. .The (B) relay 
operated,· also removes the termination 
·for the telephone repeater which consists 
ot the (C) condenser and (C) resistance. 

5.2 Figs. 1 and B 

The operation is the same using these 
. fipres as described above in· paragraph 5.1 

except that the tip ,an4 rlng loop circuit 
to the incosing selector ia not carried 
through contacts of the (A) ·relay and the 
(F) relay -operates from ground fro~ the (B) 
relay. 

6. PULSIJIO 

6.1. Figs. 1, A and B or F 

The (A) relay follows the pulses 
received froa.tbe trunk or the signaling 
c ircld t over lead •P repeating these 
pulses to the succeeding equipaent. The 
(B) relay, which is slow to release, 
reiD&ins operated during the dialing of tbe 
di&it. The (A) relay released,, .supplies 
ground to operate relay (C) which is slow 
to release ~d remains operated ciuring the 
~ialing of tile cU.gi-.. Tbe (C) relay _ 
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operated, ·applies a abort..-circuit to the 
· superv~~orr bridge circuit including the 
repeating coil.! condenser (A) • and super
visory relay (D). Tbis prevents falae 
operati.on or relay (D) due to surges or 
line discharges at the start or end of a 
difit. With •zc• option relay (C) oper-
at ng transfers tbe outgoing tip and ring 
from the supervisory bridge to a closed 
circuit across the tip and ring for loop 
pulsing. With •zn• option relay (C) 
operating transfers the tip and ring from 
the surrvisory bridge to batterr. througb 
the (F resistance to the tip and ground 
thru tbe (A) resistance to the ring.to 
increase the line current during pulsi~ 
thereby aiding the pulsing or the succeed
ing switches. With "F" option; when the 
(CX) relay in the composite signaling 
circuit releases, ground is connectedover 
the (N) lead operating the (C) relay before 
the (A) relay bas released. With •a• or •x• option; relay (C) operating operates 
relay (G) opening the circuit for the (A) 
condenser and short-circuits one winding 
of the re"ating coil. At the end of.the 
digit the (C) relay releasing applies a 
short-circuit to the winding of the (G) 
relay which releases and reestablishes the 
circuit through the repeating coil and 
reconnects the. (A} condenser in the talking 
circuit. 

Figure F is used when this circuit 
is co.nnected directly to trunks with 1200 
ohms ainimum resistance. 

Figure I and option •y• ia specified 
when this circuit is connected in loops 
with less than 1200 ohms. 

Figure E with option •K• is specified 
when it is required to pulse into some 
loops less than 1200 ohms and others 1200 
ohms or more on a loop basis. As described 
above, relay (C) is released during the 
interdigital tiae and connects the (P} and 
(0) relays across the tip and ring. It 
the loops are short enough to allow suffi
cient current to flow, relay (P) Op4!rates 
and connects the shunt resistance (D) in 
parallel with the operating winding of 
relay (D) to prevent a false operation of 
this supervisory (D) relay. 

6.2 Figures 1, A, and G 

Figur£ G is specified where battery 
and ground pulsing ("ZD" ·op~ion) is r.ecp.ired 
when some of the outgoing pulsing loops are 
1200 ohms or more,·ror example, when this 
circuit is eonnected over a short loop to 
a seleetor arranged with some levels wired 
to equipment on short loops (under 1200 
ohms} and other levels connected to out
going trunks not equipped with repeaters 
to distant offices over loops 1200 .obma 
or more. 

The operati·on or the equipment in 
Figures 1 and A artt the same aa described 
in paragraph 6.1 except that aa aoon as 
relay (A) operates operatinc relay (B) 
and the loop to the succeeding circuit is 
closed over--~ s~~rt loop relay (P) oper
ates operating relay (Pl) on ita_primary 
winding. When relay (A) releases the 
ground which is supplied to relay (C) also 
holds relay (Pl) on ita secondary winding. 
as relay (P} releases due to th·e opening 
of the loop at the (A) relay contacts. 
Relay (Pl} is slow enough in releasing so 
that the ~und from the back contacts 
of relay (A} is applied to the (Pl) 
secondary winding before the (Pl) releases 
as the loop is opened at the make contacts 
or relay (A). The slow release feature 
of the (.Pl) is due to the relay releasinf 
in parallel with the secondary noninduct ve 
winding on relay (P2). With this arrange
ment relay (Pl) is slow to release but 
fast to operate in order to apply the (D) 
resistance shunt to the (D) relay oper- · 
ating winding before that relay can operate. 
Relay (C) operating operates relay (P2). 
Relay (Pl) operating connects shunt resist
ance (D) across the operating windings of 
the (D) relay to limit the current through 
this winding thereby preventing a false 
operation of relay (DJ due to a heavy 
reverse current. Relay (P2) operating 
removes the short-circuit across the 
compensating resistances (N} and (P) to· 
limit the current to the pulsing relay 
or the succeeding circuit thereby improving 
pulsing on short loops. Relay (P2) 
Operating transfers the holding circuit 
through the (Pl} secondary winding from 
the winding of relay (C) to ground through 
make contacts on· the (C) relay to ho~d 
these (Pl) and~2) operated during the 
pulsing or a digit and also to prevent 
anr effect on the releasing time of relay 
(C)• Relay (C) releasing during the · 
interdigital time releases relays (Pl) and 
(P2) and reconnects relay (P) across the 
outgoing tip and ring to test the loop 

· and determine if the compensating resist
ances (N} and (P) are required. At the 
end of the first digit relay (C) releases. 
the succeedi.ng selector (A) relay is 
connected across the tip and ring on a 
short loop as the switch hunts for an idle 
trunk. When an idle trunk is reached the 
cut through relay operates transferring · 
the loop from the (A} relay to the trunk 
by means of transfer contacts which 
momen~arily opens the loop circuit releas
ing relay {P). It the loop through the . 
trunk is short enough to permit sufficient 
current thro~ the pri~ windin& to 
operate relay (.P}, the ·(P) and (PlJ relays 
operate as before and during the next 
digit the compensating resistances (N} ~ 
(P) are in the circuit. but insufficient 
current will not operate relay (P) and · 
the compensating resistances will be removed 
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troa ~be :pulsing loop during ~· next d1&1~ 
In order to . provide sutficient J;ime ror tbe 
{P) re~y to operate on, short loopa •zr• 
option is ·apeeitted. •zr• option prorldea 
a potentiOJDeter (A) t-o apply a tiaing 
adjus~t t;o rela7 (C) thereby liaitiq ita 
aaxilllUII releaaiQC tiae to provide ~he 
necess•ry time to ooerate relay (P) J£ its 
operation is required. 

6.) Fi&s• 1, B and E or F 

When a pulse is received trom the 
composiie signaling circui~ (CI} relay, 
the (E) relay operates in series witb 
the .(A) relay which holds. The (E) r.elay 
operat.ed, ope·ns the original operating 
circuit for the (A) relay, short-circuits 
the break contacts or the (J) relav 
through which the tip and ring are' carried, 
operates the (H) relay, supplies a ground 
for operating the (C) relay which also 
receives ground from the break contacts 
or the (CX) relay in the composite signal
ing circ~it when "F" option is used, opens 
the circuit to the (F) .relay and operat•• 
the (K) relay. The (K) relay operated, 
places a short circuit across the break 
contacts or the (J) relay through which 
the tir and ring are carried, and removes 
the (H resistance rrom in parallel witb 

·the (E relay.winding. The (H) re-sistance 
is used to insure that the (A) relay holds 
when the (E) relay operates and also to 
preYent the (E) relay £rom operating on ·. 
ao~~entar y o~ning of the (ex) relay con
tact. fhe (G) resistance in series with 
tbe JA) relay when it is operated is 
used to reduee the current drain, thia 
relay being operated during conver.sation. 
The (H) relay operated{ oper.ates the (J} 
and (Hl) relays. The J) relay operated 
supplies a ground for holding the (C) 
relay operated and opens the tip and 
ring circuit through its break contacts 
which, however, as stated above, are 
short-circuited by contacts on the (E) 
and (K) relays. The (C) relay performs 
the same function as described in para
graphs 6.1 and 6.2. When ground was removed 
from the winding of the (F) relay by the 
operation of the (E) relay the (F) relay 
releases but it is somewhat slow in releas
ing due to the-(J) resistance in parallel 
with its winding. The (F) relay released, 
releases the (~) and (E) relays. If the 
(CX) relay or t.he composite signaling 
eircnit has reoperated the (A) relay 
immediately reoperates or if it is slower 
to release than the {E) relay it may hold. 
Otherwise, the (A) relay remains released 
until the (CX) relay do~s reoperate. The 
(E) relay releas~d, reestablishes the 
circuit tor reoperating the (A) relay, 
removes its short circuits fron the ~reak 
contacts or the ( J) relay but these contacts 
remain short-circuited by the contacts or 
the operated (K) relay. Tbe (~) relay 
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releaeed also reJDOvea &round from ~ ' · · ·. n 
windin& of the (H) r•uy, reaaoYes ita 
ground tor o~ratin.g tbe (C) relay and . 
releases the (I)· relay. 'fbe (I) relay 
releaaed, removes ita short circuits 
trom tbe break contact·• or the operated 
( J) relay which bagi~ .the open period . 
of the pu~se to t~e succeeding sWitcbee. 
The (I) relay released, also reoperates . · 
the (F) relay. This resets the condi• 
tion pr~paratory to r•ceiving another 
pulse. If the speed a~ which the pulses 
are received is comparatively slow or 
this is the last or only pulse of the 
digit the (H) relay atter.an interval 
releases in turn releasing the (Hl) relay. 
The (H) relay released with the (A) relay 
operated, releases the (J} relay which 
recloses thet1p and ring to the succeed-
ing selector terminating the open period 
of the pulse transmitted. If the rate 
at which the pulses are received is hilb 
the (E) relay will reoperate on the next · 
pulse reconnecting fround to the (H) relay 
winding before the Hl) relay has had 
time to release, thus maintaining the 
circuit for holding the (J) relay operated. 
The (A) relay operat,d, in this case, 
closes the tip and ring, terminating tbe 
open period o.t the pulse tran.smitted to 
the succeeding switches. i'he operation 
of the (K} and (F) relays on this and . 
subsequent pulses is the same as described 
for the first pulse. From the above, 
it will be seen that at slow rates or 
pulsing or the last or only pulse of a 
digit, the .open period cf pulses is the 
same length of time and is detennined by 
the· relea·sing t i,ne of the (H) and ( Hl) 
relays plus the releasing time of the 
(J} relay .minus the releasing time of-the 
(K) relay. 'l'his time is established by 
adjusti~ the spring tension on the (~) 
and (Hl) relays to give the required 
percentage break-meter reading when the 
circuit receives pulses from the pulsin& 
test set at the low speed. .At high rates 
of pulsing the closed -pel'iod of all pulses 
js a constant length of time and is 
aetermined by the release tiae of the (F) 
rel.c.y plus the release time of the (E) 
relay plus the release time of the (K) 
relay. This time is established by adjust
ing the spring ~ension on tbe (F) relay 
to give the required percentage break-meter 
reading when the circuit is receiving 
pulses from the pulsing test set at the 
normal speed of 12 pulses per second. At 
the end of the last pulse of a digit the 
(A) relay remains operated and upon the 
release of the (J) relay the circuit for 
the (C) relay is opened and after i~s slow 
to release interval it removes the battery 
through tae (F) resistance from the tip 
and ground thr. o.uugh t·h·e· (A) resistance from 
the ring reesta.9J.1shi~g the bridge ci~eu'$,t 
through the repeating coil and (D) relay 
winding circuit. ~ere "X" ~iring and 
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apparatus is used, the relea-se of the (C) 
relay short-circuits the windinf of the 
(G) relay which. releases. Tbe G l relay 
released re.oves the Short circ~it troa 

-the winding ·of the repeating coil and 
reestablishes the talking circuit through 
the (A) condenser. 

6.4 Pigs. 1, B and G 

'ftle operation is the same using these 
figures as described in paragraph 6.2 
except that the loop circuit to the suc
ceeding equipment is not carried thru 
contacts on the (.a) relay and ground is 
supplied to the (C) relay thru make cont~ 
on the (J) and (E) relays in place of the 
back contact of relay (A). The loop is 
opened thru break contacts on the (J) relay 
as described in paragraph 6.). 

7. SUPERVISION 

?.1 When Fig. C is Provided 

Supervision.is received by this 
circuit as a reversal of the line current 
which then makes the front and rear wind
ings of the (D) relay aiding and this 
relay operates. The (U) relay operated, 
removes ground-from the "M" lead to the 
composite signaling circuit substituting 

- battery through.. the (B) .lamp _which is a 
supervisory indication to the originating 

_end. The (D) relay operated, also opens 
the circuit to the (C) relay. This is for 
the purpose of preventing the \C) relay 
from operating if pulses are received when 
a reversal condition exists since this 
would cause battery to be connected to 
battery and ground to ground· releasing the 
associated switches. The (A) or (J) relay 
of Fig. A or B under such a condition will 
open the front winding circuit of the (D) 
relay but this relay remains operated 
on its rear winding. The (D) resistance 
is used to prevent too great a current 
flowing through the front winding of the 
(D) relay in the nonoperate direction, thus 
overpowering the rear winding and falsely 
operating the relay. 

?.2 When Fig. D is Provided 

Operatiun when Figure D is provided 
is the sa:ne as described in paragraph ?.1 
except that the (BY) relay may operate 
under control of the "F" lead on operator 
originated calls over local type switching 
trains. When the (BY) relay operates, 
battery is connected to the "M" lead 
whether or not the (D) relay has previously 
operated. The ground on the "F" lead may 
be either busy flash or supervision frcm 
free service lines depending on the pro-
gress of the call to_succeeding switches. 
The (BY) relay operated also opens the 
operating pdth of the (~) relay. 

8. DISCOIINECT 

8.1 Figs. 1 and A 

When tbe originating end dtsconneeta, 
ground is remo.ved frOdl the "E" lead·, re
leasing the (A) relay which opens the 
tip and ring circuits to the succeeding 
switches and o~ns the c-ircuit· to tbe 
slow release {B) relay. The (B) ·relay 
released, removes ground from the sleeve, 
releasing the succ~eding switches, recon
nects its ground to the "BR" lead. to the 
traffic register -circuit indicating that 
at least one trunk of the group is idle 
and deenergises the rear winding of the 
(D) relay which releases if operat~d. The 
release of the (B) relay also deenergizes 

.the second winding of rel. P when Fig. G 
is used. 

8.2 Figs. 1 -and B 

When the originating end disconnects, 
ground is removed from the "E" lead oper
ating the (E) relay. 'lbe circuit then 
progresses-the same as-described under 
pulsing· up to the point where the (J) 
relay has operated and locks through the 
contact of the (A) relay and the (E) and 
{K) relays released open the tip and ring 
to the succeeding circuit. The continued 
release of the \A} -·rele&;;· releases the slow 
to release (B) relay which performs the 
same functions as described above in 
paragraph 8.1 and in addition releases 
the (F) a~d (J) relays. 

9. MISCELLANEOUS 

The (B) resistance and condenser is 
used to protect the contacts of the (CX) 
signaling relay in the composite signaling 
circuit and to regulate the percent break 
of the {A) relay, when using Fig. A. 
The (A) and (F) resistances are used to 
limit the current flow through the contacts 
of the (C) relay when the tip and ring are 
moiDentarily connected together during tbe 
operate and release of the (~) relay. As 
referred to above the (C) condenser and 
(C) resistance are used when this trunk 
is associated with a directly connected 
telephone repe~ter to provide a ter~n.i.nat.ion 
with the circuit idle. Also, as described 
above, the (D) res.istance prevents the 
(D) relay from ope·rating falsely on short 
loops du-e to the front winding receiving 
sufficient current to overpower the rear 
winding. The (E) resistanc~ is used in 
parallel with the winJing of·the (C) relay 
to accomplish its slow to release function. 
The potentiometer (A) is used in parallel 
with the winding of the (C) relay in place 
of the (E) resistance when timing require
ments are applied to the (C) relay. The 
{M) resistance in Fig. {A) is used to 
limit the current thr1J the (A) relay and 
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1~roves repeating pulses fro• the (CX) . 

circuit. As described above the (G) resis~ 

ance la used to reduce the current drain 

after the (A) relay is operated but by being 

short-circuited decreases the operate tiae 

or the (A) relay. The (H) resistance also 

as described above, is used to insure that 

tbe-{A) relay holds when the (E) relay 

operates and also to prevent the (E) relay 

fro·m o~rating on momentary o~ning of 

the (CS) relay contact. The (J) and (K) 

resistances are used to -make the fF) and 

(H) relays somewhat slow in releasing. 

Th• (T) and (P) jacks are used for adjusting 

the (F) and (H) relays to the cie_si_red 
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release tiae tbrougb the use of tbe pula

inc test set and percentage break-•ter. 

The (~) network provides contact protection 

.for the busy tlaah interrupter relays. 

The (E) network provides contact ·protection 

for the (E) relay and the Cl aignaltnc 

relay. The (F) network provides contact 

protection for the (F) relay. The (G) 

network provides contact protection for 

the (H) and (Hl) relays. Tbe (PT) jack 

is used for adjusting tbe (P) relay in 

Fig. a·. This {PT) jack is arranged so t.hat 

if a plug is inserted into the jack in 

error while the circuit ia in uae, the busy 

call will not be interru~ed. 
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